
(some reminders)

(1) final HW posted, along with some new links
(2) please fill out the (online) course evaluations by Dec 7
(3) turnitin will be activated shortly for your final essay
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but cf. Sokal & Bricmont, Fashionable Nonsense
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Recall our revisited uncertainty principle: 
you can’t predict with certainty what a 

photon will do at an HV polarizer and at a 
45/-45 polarizer...

• Either the particle doesn’t actually “know” 
its “HV polarisation” and its “±45 
polarisation,” or

•  if it does know both, then measuring one 
changes the other.

(Either the results of measurements are not predictable from the state,
or the measurements themselves randomly disturb the state)
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EPR argument
 

• “If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can predict
with certainty the value of a physical quantity, then there 
exists an element of reality corresponding to that quantity.”

• If two systems are separated by a distance d, nothing I do
to one of them can affect the other in a time < d/c.

If by measuring system 1, I can figure out what system 2’s
position is at that instant, I am learning about system 2
without disturbing it...

Q: what do we need to do, to decide whether or not particles
“really have” positions, independent of the fact that the quantum
state doesn’t describe one position?
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Einstein, Podolsky, & Rosen (1935)
2 particles emitted  together at the same
time with opposite speeds.

If Alice measures her particle's position, she 
knows Bob's.  But if she measures her 
particle's momentum, she knows Bob's.

Did her measurement "affect" Bob's 
particle instantaneously?
      Spooky action at a distance
Or did Bob's particle already have both?
      Hidden variables (QM "incomplete")

Alice Bob
Source

If particle 1 gets through H, particle 2 never does (only V);

if particle 1 gets through 45, particle 2 never does (only -45);

etc...
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Hidden variables?
Einstein seems to have thought the
particles "knew" what they were
going to do, even if we didn't: QM not wrong but "incomplete".

John Bell's example, "Bertlmann's
socks":
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Schrödinger’s Reply

= +
Schrödinger 1935:
! "entanglement"
! "Verschränkung"
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"Spontaneous parametric down-conversion"

If you set it up right, the photons are guaranteed to have
“opposite” polarisations (0 vs 90, 45 vs -45, 22.5 vs 112.5) no
matter what measurement you choose...
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Bohr’s Reply

(no one really understood him)
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The (U.S.?) establishment’s reply

The theory still works, right?

Result: from 1935 to roughly 1990 it was frowned upon for
physicists to talk about such things.

It took until 1964 for Bell to publish the theorem which I think
is among the most significant intellectual results of the 20th century.

This theorem was used in experiments in the early 1970s,
more conclusively in 1982, and is now applied in labs all
around the world and even used for possible applications.

(I will try to give you a sense of how such a theorem works ...)
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Bell’s inequality: 
d’Espagnat’s version

Suppose there are three “properties” we can test: A, B, & C.

If you have A but not C, what more can we say?

Well, you either have B or not B.

So you either have (A & not B) or (B & not C).

I know that it’s cold but not snowing.
I immediately conclude it’s either

• cold and raining    OR
• not raining and not snowing
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Probabilities
E.g., if (1 gets through H & 2 gets through 45),

either we have (1 does H & 2 does 22.5) 

! ! or (2 doesn’t 22.5 and 2 does 45)

same as (1 does H & 2 does 22.5) or (1 does 22.5 and 2 does 45)

But if 1 does H, 2 has a 50% chance of getting through 45...
And if 1 is H, 2 has a 15% chance of passing 22.5.
If 1 is 22.5, 2 has a 15% chance of passing 45.

But 50% is not smaller than 15%+15% !

P(H,45) < P(H,22.5) + P(22.5,45)
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What should we conclude from 
Bell’s Theorem (Bell’s inequality)?

Somehow, QM disagrees with his result.

(1) Either:
QM is wrong
Or the theorem is wrong

(2) If QM is right...

some assumption of the theorem must be wrong.

What did it assume?  That you could ask what particle 1 or 
particle 2 would do, and that its “decision” didn’t depend on what 
you chose to measure about the other particle!
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Well, actually, we made other funny assumptions, like 
“if I know particle 1 would get through H, 

I am certain particle 2 won’t get through H”
A central fact about science: 
Nothing is perfect, nothing is certain.  
I can’t really say every time 2 gets through 45, 1 gets through -45.
So how can we ever tell if Nature obeys Bell’s inequality or not?
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Bell's Theorem, more carefully

Forget Quantum Mechanics.  (And this time, don’t presuppose
particular properties like “perfect” correlations...)

Suppose you've got two particles, and A & B can 
choose what to measure on each of them 
– "color" or "dirtiness", for example.  
For each measurement, they either get "1" or "0".

“Locality” assumption (no action at a distance) --
based on Einstein’s reasoning that no influence travels >c.

If there are "hidden variables," then A's choice doesn't affect
B, and vice versa – from this alone, you can prove something.
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Bell's Theorem
Suppose you've got two objects, and Alice & Bob can choose
what to measure on each of them – "color" or "dirtiness", for
example.  For each measurement, they either get "1" or "0".

If there are “local hidden variables,” then A's choice doesn't affect
B, and vice versa – from this alone, you can prove something.

P(cc ⇒ 11) ≤ P(cd ⇒ 11) + P(dc ⇒ 11) + P(dd ⇒ 00)

The HVs must
tell me what would
happen for any
choice of measure-
ment: i.e., which 
box of each 
quadrant the 
particle is "in."

A measures colour A measures dirtiness

B measures
 colour

B measures
dirtiness

11

1

1

0

0

0

0
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For those of you interested in a 
more mathematical description 

Independence: P(A&B) = P(A)•P(B)

Correlation due only to a common cause: 
   P(A&B | λ) = P(A | λ)•P(B | λ);
note that the full P(A&B) = Σ P(A&B | λ) P(λ) ≠ P(A)•P(B) in general.

“Correlation does not imply causation”  (or does it?)
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The "colour/dirtiness" curve for a 
photon pair

Bell's inequality is violated – in other words, whether or not
quantum mechanics is right, this experiment can't be explained
by "local hidden variables."  
Somehow, we know that the particles don't know what they're doing!
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Why can’t we imagine that they do?

Can’t we imagine that each time a pair is emitted, it really comes
out with 2 definite polarisations?

Source

If we measured VH, 1 would be V and 2 would be H. 

But -- if we measured DA, 1 could be either D or A (50/50),       
and 2 could be either D or A (50/50);                                            
one half the time, they would be the same (doesn’t happen). 
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What would we get?

A+B+C > D – exactly as Bell predicted.
And not the same as the QM predictions.

A B C

D

Although it’d be most likely to see them for analyzers 90o apart,
there would be no analyzer setting where you never saw them
(these curves never fall to zero)
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